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Pleasure Hunting / Four Galilee Stops
Local heroes who create wonderful cheeses, soaps and pastries in the distant north - and an
art exhibition that offers food for thought.
By Ronit Vered
Gut feelings
In bygone days, the heart, the liver and other internal organs were reserved for the men hunters, who would
gather around the body of the vanquished animal, dismember it in order to make it easier to carry, and
immediately eat the internal organs - perhaps as suitable compensation for the work of hunting, perhaps a
practical custom that began when they realized that these parts should be eaten as fresh as possible. In the
thousands of years that have passed since then, the reputation of these tasty parts, which have a strong
meaty-animal taste, has declined, and they have become cheap food for the poor.
In medieval times the sight of animals being killed and dismembered was still a common one that was
accepted with equanimity. In today's open markets you can still watch the entire process of slaughtering and
dressing, but in the modern age most people try to ignore the process and avoid the sight. Modern aesthetics
and refinement have made organ meats almost taboo.
Artist Sheffy Bleier began to photograph internal organs nine years ago, after happening to see a cow's
stomach in the butcher's shop. The curiosity aroused by the unfamiliar sight and the sense of repulsionattraction by the colors and textures led to years of research and photography of internal organs, which were
brought to her studio in their entirety from the slaughterhouse. In the best of these huge photographs, which
are now being exhibited at the photography museum in Tel Hai, the internal organs become a work of art with
a wild and captivating beauty.

Sheffy Bleier, Body of Love, Stomach, Three Positions, 2002-2005, Lambda print, 170x123cm each

